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SUMMARY. 
1. Oowpeas can be grown successfully on all types of 
Missouri soil and in any section of the State; 
2. As much forage can be produced from cowpeas ill 80 
clays as red clover will yield in 15 months. 
3. Thc' feeding value of cowpea hay is fully equal that . 
of the best red clover and is almost equal to alfalfa. 
4. Oowpeas make an excellent pasture, especialliY val-
uable as a supplementary feed fOol' growing animals, particu-
larly hogs. 
5. In southern Missouri cowpeas may be planted with ' 
corn and cut together for silage to good advantage. 
6. The quick mat.uring habit of the cowpea renders it 
admirably adapted for sowing as a catch crop betwe€l1 the 
regular' crops of the rotation. In the southern half of the 
State cowpeas xpay follow wheat or oats :\nd produce a 
crop for hay or pasture befo,re time for fall seeding. In 
northern Missouri this practice will be successful only in fav-
orable seasons and where an early maturing variety is used. 
7. Where clover is not adapted or frequently fails cow-
peas may be substituted, and may be used to improve soil con-
ditions 8.0 that clover will catch. 
8. The growing of cowpeas increases the productive ca-
pacity of the soil by storing and by making available plant 
food. 
9. .An improvement in the physical condition of the Boil 
is always noted where cowpeas have grow~. The soil be-
comes more open, friable, more easily worked, holds moisture 
better a;(rd-;i;s-o~t-;;rlie;'in the spring. 
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10. Because, of their nitrogen content, heavy growth and 
rapid maturity,cowpeas are especially well adapted for green 
manurlllg. 
11. Varieties of cowpeas differ widely in their habits 
of growth~ These vary from an upright, bush-like form to 
low trailing vines many feet in length. Some mature in 60 
days, other require 120 days or more. 
12. The variety to be selected for planting depends 
upon the purpose for which crop is grown and upon the 
length of the groWing season. ' 
13. The Whippoorwill variety is recommended for the 
general grower; The New Era is best suited for a catch crop 
. or for a short growing season. 
14. OOWpeas respond generously to thorough soil prepa-
ration. The seed bed should be given as good treatment as 
that for corn. 
15. When peas are not to be cultivated four or five 
pecks of seed per acre will be required; if to be cultivated, 
five to eight quarts. 
16. Oultivated peas require less seed, 'more labor and 
the' yield is usually but little heavier than when not culti-
vated. 
11. When peas are intended for the main crop, planting 
should begin not earlier than two weeks after the usual time 
for corn planting. For a catch crop sow at the earliest date 
possible after wheat or oats have been. cut. . 
18. Th~ vines should be c:ut for hay when the first pods 
turn yellow,and before the leaves begin to fall. 
19. Oowpeas yield from one to four tons of hay per 
acre and from eight to twenty-five bushels of seed. 
20. The average crop of cowpeas has a value not ex-
ceededby that of any other crop in the State, equally well 
adapted and distributed. ' 
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INTRODUOTION. 
The cowpea is not an unknown plant to Missouri. For 
nearly a half century cowpeas have been grown in certain lo-
calities in the southeastern part of the State. Yet the average 
Missouri farmer has but little experienCe in growing the crop 
and has still less knowledge of value 'of the plant for farm 
conditio,ns. In a few sections of the State where the merits 
of the plant have become recognized, thCl cowpea has for sev-
eral years been one ef the leading creps of the rotation. Most 
farmers, especially in the central and northern portions of 
Missouri, al1e not fam:iliar with the advantages to be secured 
by growing the cowpea. The plant has, been tried in a lim-
ited ~ay, perhaps, by some farmer in nearly every locality 
for a year or two, but ewing to thclack of knowledge of the 
best mlCthods of sowing, harvesting and utilizing the crop, sat-
isfactory results were not obtained in many cases. O~hers have 
secul'ed good results hut the high price of seed and the diffi-
culty of securing it have prevented them from following up 
their SUCCl€'ss. Where a farmer has planted peas for two 0.1' 
three seasons, he is generally enthusiastic in his recommenda-
tion ef the plant and considers the cowpea almost indispensi-
ble to his system of farm management. The re,ason why cow-
peas are not more ,extensively grown is not because they are 
difficult to grow hut due to the failure to recognize thel many 
purposes fo'r which they may be used. It can be said safely 
that the cowpea culture has long since passed the, experi-
mental stage, and that it is destined to become a very import-
ant factor in Missouri agriculture. The increased interest 
manifested in the growing of cowpeas within the past five 
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years is evidence conclusive that the merits of thel crop nrc 
becoming widely recognized and appreciated. It is with the 
purpose of setting forth the advantages to be secured by grow-
ing cowpeas and of making known the best methods of hand-
ling and utilizing the ,crop that this bulletin is issued. 
T HE COWPEA PLAN'!'. 
The cowpea (Vigna catjang) belongs to the general 
family of leguminous plants and is closely related to the lima 
bean of the garden. Contrary to its name the cowpea is, in 
its botanical relations, of nearer kin to the bean than to the 
pea. In appearance the cowpea plant resembles the bean and 
likeit is an annual very sensitive to frost. The plant varies 
in habit of growth from an upright, bush-like form, a foot or 
mOre in height with tendrils a few inches in length, to a mass 
of low, trailing vines many feet long. The form of the cow-
pea plant varies not only with the variety but also with the 
length of season, soil, moisture, and cultural conditions. It 
is the nature of the plant to adapt itself readily to the environ-
ment in which it is placed. For example, varieties that re-
quire several months to mature in the South, will, when 
. brought to a more 'northern latitude" cut short their, growing 
season. Thus it ,has been possible to develop varieties which 
will mature in 60 days and which can be grown successfully 
as far north as thE! Great Lakes. . Some varieties which pro-
duce a small amount of vine on a soil of average fertility will, 
when planted on a rich soil, vine profusely. The amount of 
rainfall during a season will largely determine the ,extent of 
vining as well as the quantity of seed produced. 'TIhese, modi-
fications of the plant due to conditions under which the peas 
have grown have giv.en rise to wany varieties. Tha blossoms 
vary in color from white to purple, while the pods, usually of 
a light straw color, are in some varieties a brown, purple, or 
dark color, varying in le~gth from five inches to nearly a foot. 
The size and color of peas vary greatly. The peas of somc 
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varieties a:r:e, more than twice the size of others and the color 
ranges from white to jet black. Some varieties produce seed 
which so completely fill the space in the pod that they are 
so crowded together as to flatten the ends of the peas where 
they touch one another. 
The root system of the cowpea is rather extensive and 
consists of a number of irregular shaped roots, which divide 
into many fine rootlets. The latter find their way deep into 
the subsoil and ena"Qle the plant to draw freely upon the. 
sources of food and water even in a dry seas~n. The smaller 
roots found in the upper layers of the' soil bear the tubercles 
which are always found on plants of the best development. 
The Kansas Station found that cowpea roots penetrate readily 
to a depth of four feet: In this respect thel cowpea compares 
very favorably with red clover. This habit of growth is re-
sponsible for the remarkable freshness and vigor with which 
the development of the plant is attended. Even in the hot-
test and driest weather the well established cowpea plant will 
thrive as will no other crop on the farm. 
ADAPTABILITY OF COWPEAS TO MISSOURIOONDITIONS. 
Climate. The .cowpea has such a wider range of climatic 
adaptation that Missouri lies well within the latitude suited 
to its perfect development. There is no section of the State 
where peas will not mature. The long hot days of the Mis-
. souri summer arro conditions under which the plant thrives. 
Cowpeas are even better adapted to this latitude than to reg-
ions either north or south. At the north the growing season 
is so short after the removal of small grain crops that cowpeas 
cannot be, brought to maturity before frost, thus they are not 
suited for a catch crop for Northern States. While farther 
south the winters are so mild that much of the fertility left in 
the soil by the growing of cowpeas is leached away by the win-
ter rains. Often the soil is loosened to such an extent by the 
peas that fields where they are grown are su~ject to severe 
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washing during the winter months. In Missouri thp length 
of sea sou is su~h ' as to allew two. cre'pstp .mature aud at the 
same time the£;..et'.~,ip.g weather prevents n1.Uch lessef plant 
feedby leaching.]~~ll~ere thatm.aximum results can be ex- . 
pected from the pro~~\,~~n~gement' of the crop. Wheat and 
eats mature early ene-rikb:::to .fl;llo:ipeas to. follow as a catch 
crop, to mature and to bei~~~(i in time for fall seeding. . 
The hot dry weather of late Allt,<YUst and early Septem-
ber ofiier fair opportunities for the curing and handling of the 
hay. While the weather is not always ideal for hay making, 
yet September conditions are usually more favorable for cur-
ing pea hay than June weather is for making clover hay. 
Frost does not usually appear before the 20th of October 
in central Missouri; Thus the growing season may be extend-
ed until late and will allow peas to be pastured to good advan-
tage. 
Soil. The cowpea is adapted to all types of Missouri 
soil. 'There is n'o forage plant known to the corn belt that 
can be grown successfully on such a variety and such diverse 
conditions of soil. The plant has long been known for its 
ability to extract plant food from soil infertile and almost bar 
ren for other crops. It is this characte·ristic that renders the 
. cowpea a • sure crop on all kinds of soils. Like most other 
. plants cowpeas do best on ' a good soil but the fact that they 
: will grow well on a worn-out soil has given the plant promi-
. nence as a soil renovator. For many years in the South peas 
have Men grown for the purpose of bringing up the fertility 
of thin land ; and the expression regarding soil, "too poor to 
.grow cowpeas," is a significant one and is indicative of th(l 
thrift of the plant. Reports from practical farmers from aU 
sections of the State indicate that cowpeas can be grown read-
I ily on all types of Missouri soil. From f1e rich loes8 and the ' 
. alluvial deposits of the Missouri and Mississippi rivers to th~; . 
tp.i~.upland of the Ozarks, the cowpea will make a profitable' 
crop: The plant is better suited to an open, friable soil, some-
what sandy than for the heavy clay uplands. An open soil 
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allQws good aeration and promQtos bact~rial activity which is 
necessary fOol' th€ best' development of the plant. Such soil 
produces the CQwpea: to. perfection. Heavy clay SQils will not 
produce a heavy crop the first year but the peas will succeed 
much better the second year, as the root systems seem to. pene, 
trate and en~iven the soil. A very rich sOoil is not conducive to 
the best results with cowpeas. Whi],e a great grnwth nf vines 
is produced the yield of grain is often small, and the vines· 
grQwing in such prnfusion that tllc.}' are very difficult to cure. 
A soil Oof moderate fertility will in most cases produce the 
most satisfactory l'csults fnr lXl,th hay and peas. Soil that is 
WQrn Qut or poor will produce a crop that is short in prodnc-
tion ef vine, but will generally yield a goed proportion of 
seed. . 
Oewpeas will not grow on v.;et soil. In this respect they 
are similar to other legumes and fer the same reMon that it 
wet soil will not allow go()d soil ventilation, so necessary to 
plants that use nitrogen from the air. 
On the Farm. On the average Missouri farm as well 
as in the other farming districts of the eorn helt it is the gen-
eral practice to include clover as on€ of the crops of the rota-
tion. It is . a well-established fact that some legnme ;must be 
used in the rotation if the seil is to' yield thel most profitable 
returns. The legumes, as clover and the cowpea, are the only 
crops gro,wn in a short rotation that are able to draw UPQn the 
nitrogen of the air fer maintenance and at the same' time store 
up that valuable element of plant food in the soil for other 
crops·. These crops not only increase the fertility of the SlJi1 
by increasing the store, of nitrogen but also at the same time 
the organic matter content of the soil is increased. This is es-
pecially true when a clover sod is turned under. The crop 
producing capacity of asoiI is largely determined by the, 
amount of organic matter present. The growing of clover 
supplies these constituents as does no other crop grown on 
the fann; To maintain properly the state of fertility ne-ces-
sary to produce maximum crops clover mllst be grown or 
some nther crop must be intro(ll1~l"d in its stead. 
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The farms of Missouri include many types of soil. On 
some of these soiJs clover is not naturally adapted. For ex-
ample, the sandy soils of Southeast Missouri and the post oak 
flats of the Ozark uplands. On the former soil clover does 
not grow because of the open texture of the, soil and its con-
sequent lack of water-holding capacity. It is . doubtful 
whether this type of soil can be improved so as to grow clover 
profitably. On some soils of the upland Ozark region, parti-
cularly true of the post oak fiats, clover is rarely a success 
because of the lack of available plant food and the shallow 
soil which tends to burn out clover during the summer. The 
problem here is to liberate plant food and. to de1epen thel soil 
by plowing under green manure. This together with the im-
proved physical condition of the soil may induce a stand of 
clover. 
There is another class of farms, ,especially in the central 
and northern parts of the State, where clover once thrived 
but at present owing to the impoverishment of the soil or to 
poor management it is difficult to get a stand. As a consequence 
the same fields are being cropped to grain year after year and 
thus are becoming less and less adapted to the growing of 
clover. The organic matter of the soil is becoming exhausted 
and the yield of grain crops is rapidly becoming smaller. Re-
ports from a large number of farmers show that 67 -per cent, 
or, two farms out of every three, have been so mismanaged 
as to l1e.fuse to grow clover well. Attendant upon this fail-
ure to grow clover the farm is not producing enough legumi-
nous crops to balance properly the m~re carbonaceous, feeds, 
cor:n and stover, that are so generally fed. Indeed, there; are 
but few live stock farmers who produce enough protein to 
satisfy their demands, or in other words, to bring about the 
best results in :Deeding. Thel most profitable stock farming 
cannot be carried on without the annual production of some 
legume. Thus the failure to grow clover is a loss to the far-
mer in two ways, the gradual depletion of the soil and the 
lack of the proper kind of f€ed for stock. The problem of 
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· soil fertility is the most fundamental in farm management 
and upon it rests £nally the material welfare of every farm-
ing operation. 
A study of Missouri soils and farming conditions re-
veals the following facts,: 1st. Oonsiderable areas of the 
State are not naturally adapted to the growing of clover. 2nd. 
A still larger area was naturally adapted to clover but now 
through lack of proper management of the soil fails to get a 
stand of clover. 3rd. That the av;e,rage farm does not, be-
cause of failure of clover, produce a sufficient quantity of 
protein to properly balance the feeding ration of live stock. 
4th. Investigation shows that 67 per cent. of the farms of the 
State have difficulty in growing clover. 5th. That it is not 
unoommon for farmers to buy hay for work animals. 
The above conditions have a solution in the growing and 
the proper utilization of the cow pea. It is not claimed that 
the cowpea should take the. place of clover, but peas may be 
used to bring up the soil so that it will grow clover, or peas 
may be substituted for clover where the soil is not naturally 
adapted to it. That the cowpea can be made to fill in a large 
measure the office of red clover both as a soil renovator and 
as a feed, it is the purpose of the following pages to show. 
METHODS OF B'rILIZING OOWPEAS. 
Cowpeas for Hay. When properly cured cowpeas make 
an excellent hay. Few farmers realize that eowpea hay has 
a feeding value nearly equal to alfalfa and fully equal to the 
best of red clover hay. It is equally as profitable a feed as 
alfalfa, and when fed tOo dairy cows or growiug animals will 
produce as good results. Work animals can be maintained on 
cowpea hay with the addition of but very little grain. The 
chief value of cowpea hay lies in its large percent of diges-
tible protein as is shown by analysis and which has been veri-
:fied by numerous feeding tests. It will be uoted from the· 
table that cowpea hay Ciontains practically the same amount 
1:1 
of digestible protein as alfalfa, but considerabl'y more than 
red clover. 
The following data taken from Henry's "Feeds and 
Feeding" show the comparative feeding · value ef the mere 
commengrain and hay preducts. 
DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS FROM DiFFERENT CReps. 
Digestible Nutrients 
Material per 100 Ibs. 
Protein Carbohydrates Fat 
Cowpea hay ,,4o ........ 10.8 38.6 hI 
Clover ............ 6.8 35.8 1.7 
Alfalfa ............ ...... .. 11.0 39.6 1.2 
Timethy ............ .......... .. . . 2.8 4:3.4: 1.4: 
Wheat bran .......... .......... .. 12.2 39.2 2.7 
Cern ............ ............ .. ...... .. 7.9 67.7 4:.3 
Oats ............ .......... .. ........ .. 9.2 4:7.3 4:.2 
Cowpeas (grain) .. .... .. ........ 18.3 54:.2 1.1 
As cempared with timothy hay, cowpe'a hay contains 
about four times as much protein. The . average farm does 
net preduce enough protein to. balance properly the mOore · car-
bonaceeus feeds as corn, stover and timothy. Such a combi-
nation of food compeunds is. necessary if thel oost results are to. 
be secured from feeding. 
Experiments in feeding carried out by this Station show 
conclusively the necessity fer balancing the rations Oof live 
stock. The fOollowing table shows the superiority of cowpea 
hay Oover timOothy h~y, when fed with corn, for wintering 
yearling steers: 
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OOMPARISON OF OOWPEA HAY WITH TIMO'rHY HAY FOR 
WINTERING YEARLING STEERH. 
. "'First trial-I899-00-I04 ·days-4 .steers in each lot-4 pounds of 
corn per day per head. 
Kind of feed. 
Corn and timoth) hay 
Corn and cowpea hay ... . 
1,568 6,536 260 
I, ,;68 7,757 624 
In this trial the substitution of cowpea ~ay for the tim<r 
thy more than doubled the gain. 
Further tests were made which show the relative effi-
ciency of timothy, red clover and co>ypea hay for balancing 
the rations of fattening animals. The fol1owing tables pre-
sent a summary of results: 
COMPARISON OP COWPJ~A HAY WITH Or.OVlm AND TIMOTHY 
HAY POR FA'r'rENING STEEHS. 
"First trial-1899-I900-11C) days-4 two- year-old steers in each lot 
-full fed on she-lied corn. 
Kind of feed. 
Corn and timothy hay .. .. 
Corn and cowpe.a hay... . 
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"'Circular of Informalipn, No. II, Missouri Experiment Station. 
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Secondtrial-I900-01-IOS days'-4 two-year-old steers in each lot 
-full fed on shellt'd corn . 
0-(") I'I>~ ..... >-:1 ~aq ~aq't:l f; 0(;) cO ~ 0 0-0 ~ po. ~. ~ (JJ H-.~. 
'" ... 
..... c "',.,. 
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-
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1'1> '!' 1'1> ~ ~('1)-: ~ -0-::: '" ;. 0-' ~F . ~ 
'" 
... « .....::: 
Corn and timothy hay . . ..... . 157·5 2,540 789 I 97 II 19 5·00 
Corn and clover hay . . . . . . . . 176.2 4,768 r,135 2.84 8.~ 6 ·44 
Corn and cowpea hay . . . ..... . 175·3 4,783 1,134 2.84 8.65 6.47 
As the table indicates, there was a much more rapid 
gain where the .animals received a ration with considerable 
protein as is found in red clover and cowpea hay. The steers 
made 'nearly 50 percent ootter gains where fed cowpea hay 
than where timothy was used. The experiment also shows 
that cowpea hay and red clover hay have nearly the same 
feeding value. 
On the other hand, if those feeds carrying large amounts 
of digestible protein 00 fed alone the most profitable returns 
will not 00 made. To supply the lack of protein food on the 
farm commercial feed stuffs such as bran are often bought 
and sometimes alfalfa. Bran has but little: greater feeding 
value than cowpea hay and costs about $20 per ton, while the 
best grade of the latter can be had for $10 per ton. An equal 
quantity of the two feeds will produce nearly the same 
amount of milk, energy or growth. Fo-r dairy men and stocl: 
feeders who are obliged to buy bran considerable expense may 
be saved b~ using cowpea hay as a part of the ration. Much 
land is not adapted to the growing of alfalfa and tliat valuable 
feed in this neighborhood is an expensive item that can be 
readily eliminated by substituting cowpea hay for the alfalfa. 
Large tracts of Missouri do not grow clover well and still 
more extensive areas are not adapted to alfalfa, but the entire 
State will grow cowpeas. The average yield of cowpea hay 
for the past five years, as reported by the State Board of Ag-
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riculture an~ by practical farmers, is 1.6 tons per acre as com-
pared with an average of 1.2 tons for all hay. 
Cowpeas yield well for hay and are a sure crop. The 
average farmer should not be obliged to purchase hay of any 
kind. The so-called prairie . hay so commonly used in parts 
of Missouri is a V€~y inferior feed. In SOrnle sections of the 
State it is not uncommon to find farmers purchasing hay for 
their work animals during the spring and early summer. 
While clover and timothy may not be adapted to these soils, 
yet there is little que'stion but that cowpeas co,uld be made to 
produce sufficient hay for the demands of the farmer for the 
entire year. 
AE\ yet, cowpea hay is little known on the general hay 
markets of the country. This is due largely to the fact that 
peas are grown to such a limited extent that there is never a 
surplus, . and for the reason that the true merits of the feed 
are not widely recognized. The fact that pea hay is not in 
the market is no objection; the best systems of farm manage-
ment raise and feed all their own hay. 
From reports of many farmers who haVie been growing 
cowpeas the following decisions were given by them as to the 
comparative feeding value of red clover hay and cowpea hay: 
96 reported cowpea hay better than red dover hay; 77 re--
ported cowpea hay as equal to red clover hay;, 13 reported 
~wpea hay inferior to red clove'r h~y. Or 93 per cent re-
ported cowpea hay equal to 01' better than red clover. 
Cowpeas for Pasture. The cowpe:a on account of its 
habit ,. of growth is not wen adapted for a strictly pas-
ture plant. Yet peas do furnish a pasture crop for 
a brief period at the time of year when such forage 
can 1:>6 used to the best advantage. From the latter part 
of A~gust until frost cowpeas ' make a pasture that, used 
to supplement the fattening ration of hogs and sheep, . cannot 
be excelled. All animals relish highly the succulent and nu-
tritious forage. Reports from practical farmers show thaf 
good results are obtained by pasturing peas,with any kind of 
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live stock. If peas nre sufficiently mature frobt will not 
breatly lessen the feeding value of the vines. At that stage 
of maturity when many of the pods are yellow and before 
any of the leaves fall is best· to begin pasturing. If stock is 
turned on before the pods have reached full size the plants 
are much more easily wasted by trampling, and further, the 
fo.rage has not its full feeding value, because it is too watery. 
Cowpea vines that have attained their growth are not so likely 
to caus,e bloat in sheep or cattle. The most comlLon practice 
in pasturing peas is to hog them down. This may be done 
where peas are sown alone or where they have been planted in 
corn. In the latter case the hogs have a full fattening ration 
and do exceptionally well. For young hogs the peas are a 
splendid feed and but little grain is required to bring them to 
market weight. Hogs will eat off the mature pods first as 
they are the richest part of the plant and leave some of 
the vines, especially when dry, so that cattle or sheep :r;nay be 
used to pasture off the more bulky vines. Sh~ep may be pas-
tured on peas in the same way as hogs and will clean up every 
vestige of the plant. When sown in corn the stover blades and 
peas make a very fine ration for fattening fall lambs as well 
as wethers. Dairy animals show the effect of such pasture in 
a much increased :£low of milk. 
.A:. Dunklin county farmer writes: "I have made more 
clear money pasturing hogs and cattle on peas than on any-
thing on the farm. I also pasture my horses and mules and 
they do well." 
A Monroe county farmer says: "I believe cowpe,as will 
put more fat on a sheep than any other feed and do it 
quicker." 
A Jackson (',ounty farmer states: "lIogs will fatten on 
cowpeas almost equally with corn." 
A farmer of · Barton county relates: "A n1eighbor fat-
tened 60 hogs from 20 acres of peas and they equalled in feed-
in,g value 600 bushels of corn, valued at ~300 that season, 
1902." 
lH 
A Barry county farmer says: "I think for milk pro-
duction cowpea hay is better than clover or any other kind of 
hay_" 
One advantage in using cowpeas for pasture is that a 
large amount of high class ie€d is provided the animals with-
out the expense of handling. Another is, that the- soil is not 
only benefited by the' growing of cowpeas but the' waste vines 
and droppings from the animals are also left on the land. The 
vin€s that are not eaten are not wasted as they are valuable 
for manure. The weather at the time of year when cowpeas 
are usually pasture~ is such that the ground is rarely injured 
by tramping. The soil following peas that have been hogged 
off is in €Ixcellent condition of fertility for the fall sowing of 
wheat. 
If cowp1eas are not pastured too closely they will make 
considerable after-growth in a favorable season. Where the 
primary object in sowing peas is not soil improvement, it Will 
be found mor~ profitable to pasture off the vines or take them 
off for the hay rather than plow them under. 
As a result of inquiry among cowpea growers-in various 
parts of the State regarding their opinion of cowpe-as as a pas,. 
ture for all kinds of stock, it was found that of 130 farmers 
who had tried the pasture, 127 declared th~ pasture good to 
excellent. Only one found cowpea pasture to be unprofitable. 
OOWPEAS FOR SOIL IMPROVEMENT. 
The growing of cowpeas has a marked influence on the 
productive capacity of the soil. The beneficial effect is due 
to the increased amount of avn.ilaMe plant food in the soil and 
to its improved physical condition. - The cowpea like red 
clover and other legumes has the power of taking nitrogen 
from the air by means of the bacteria which live on the -
roots of the plant. This supply of the element nitrogen 
serves to increase greatly the growth of the plant and at the 
same time leaves the' soil richer when the crop is removed. The 
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cowpea, alfalfa, and the clovers are the only plant~ grown as 
farm crops in the State that are able to draw upon the nitro.- · 
gen of the air, and hence are th~ plants we must· depend upon 
to maintain and increase the supply of this element in the 
soil. The roots of the cowpea penetrate rather d€eply into 
the subsoil and enable the plant to feed upon the mineral 
food that is not readily extracted by other crops. These min-
eral compounds, phosphoric acid . and potash, thus gathered 
from the depths of the soil are, when the plant decays, left in 
an available form near the surface to be utilized by the more. 
shallow-rooted crops. Further, the decomposition of organic 
matter in the soil tends to render soluble the mineral elements 
and to increase its capacity for holding moisture. The root 
system of the cowpea has the effect of making more loose and 
open the soil layers and to promote aeration and drainage. 
The growing of cowpeas may be said thel'lefore to increase the 
productive capacity of the soil; 1st, By increasing the supply 
of nitrogen; 2nd, By making available the mineral compounds 
of phosphoric acid and potash. 3rd, By improving the phys-
ical condition of the soil. 
The cowpea has a large capacity for gathering and, stor-
ing nitrogen. It is more active in this l'Iespect than red clover, 
as a ton of cowpea hay contains. 46.5 pounds of nitrogen 
while a ton of clover has but 40 pounds. The quality and 
quantity of green manure that is produced by cowpeas rec-
ommends the crop highly for such purposes. Yields of 10 to 
12 tons of green vines are not uncommon. The cowpea has a 
distinct advantage over other legumes of making considerable 
growth on soils thst are not adapted to clover, and on soils that 
will not produce a profitable yield of grain crops. . The fact 
that cowpeas are able to secul'le plant food from soils too poor 
to induce a growth of red clover renders the plant invaluable 
. as a soil improver. It is J?ossible by growing a few croPs of 
peas and plowing them under to increase the available plant 
food in, and. to improve the physical condition of a very poor 
soil so that it will produce fair yields of other crops. Soils 
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that have been In co,wpeas will be found to work more easily, 
have a gI1eater moisture content during the growing season 
and to dry earlier in the spring. The improved condition 
of such soil is favorable to a stand of clover or grass. Much 
land that refuses to grow clover may be put in such a condi-
tion by cowpeas that a perfect stand can be secured. Par-
ticularly is this true of land that once' grew clover and has 
been badly run down. 
Cowpeas as a Catch Crop. Oowpeas have much to 
recommend them as a soil improver. Their quick ma-
turing habit makes it possible to gi:ow as large . ~ crop 
of cowpeas in 80 days as can be grown in 15 mouths 
by red clover. For this reason cowpeas are admirably 
adapted for a catch crop between the main crops of 
a rotation. In the latitude of Missouri cowpeas may follow 
wheat or oats and secure a crop before time for fall seeding. 
In the northern part of the State owing to the shorter season 
this practice will not generally be successful after oats are re-
moved, unless the season is very favorable and a quick matur-
ing variety is used. A crop of cowpeas is worth as much as a 
crop of red clover, and a gain is not only secured from the 
hay or forage, but also from the increased fertility o,f the soil. 
Then, the rotation of the regular crops is not disturbed. A 
portion 'of the growing season not ordinarily utilized may thus 
be turned to a profit. Cowpeas should not be expected to take 
the place of clover on soils that grow clover well, but too much 
cannot be said of growing cowpeas in addition to clover in 
the rotation. ' Where clover will not catch cowpeas must be 
used. If it is found that a stand of clover has not been se-
cured by spring seeding on wheat or with oats, the land should 
be sown to cowpeas as soon as the grain crop is removed. By 
such practice a crop of hay can be secured in time for fall 
seeding, but if not desirable to sow to grain the land may be 
again planted to cowpeas, the following spring. Two crops of 
peas may thus be secured in place of the clover. Cowpeas 
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may be rotated with wheat and clover to good advantage. For 
example, land on which clover is sown in wheat in the spring 
of 1907 may be plowed early after the c10ver crop is removed 
in 1908, seeded to cowpeas and harvested and sown to wheat 
again in the fall. By this method two crops of leguminQus 
hay may be secured from the same land in one year. Another 
method by which cowpeas may be used to improve the soil is 
to sow them in corn at the last cultivation. They will make 
considerable growth before frost and do not interfere with the 
following crop. Even where clover is a reliahle cro:p it is ad· 
vis able-to keep plowed or fallow land cQvered with a growing 
crop during the summer months. It is during the heatedpor-
tion of the year that nitrification goes on most rapidly under 
the proper conditions of temperature and moisture. Land af-
ter wheat or oats is often left alinos,t bare, and, instead of pro-
moting nitrification there may be an actual loss of nitrogen 
caused by the burning out of the organic matter in dry, hot 
weather. A cover crop of peas will shade the ground, prevent 
evaporation, and utilize and store nitrogen for succeeding 
crops. 
Cowpeas for Green Manure. Oowpeas ' are of marked 
benefit to open sandy soils where clover will not grow. These 
soils have little water-holding capacity, are deficient in or-
ganic matter, and the nitrogen is easily lost by burning out or 
by leaching. A very considerable increase in yie~d may be 
expected from this class of soils when sown to cOwpeas. The 
thinness of the soil will determine whethe'l" or not a green crop 
should be plowed under. After the first crop the vines may 
be taken from the land· and the stubble followed by grain. 
The~e are many stiff, clay soils t}:mt may be greatly im-
proved by the proper use of cowpeas. . The first year the crop 
of peas may be light but the second year it will be heavier. 
On such soils it is desirable to plow under the first crop of 
peas early in September, sow to rye which should be turned 
under the next spring, and the land sown to peas again. This 
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crop may be harvested f01" hay and the land disked and sown 
to grain in the fall. Where the .entire crop is turned under 
care should be taken to, have the ground well settled before 
sowing to wheat. In this way it is possible to place two crops 
of green manure in the soil and to secure a crop of pea hay in 
one year. Each grain crop should be followed by a catch 
crop of peas which should be turned under for a few years, 
or, until the soil becomes open and loose. By this method 
some of the thinnest soils can be made to produce fair crops. 
If the land is not too rolling fall plowing is best, letting the 
plow cut a little deeper each time so that the up"turned soil 
will be subjected to the fre,ezing weather. 
On land producing good crops the object should be to 
keep the soil in such condition that the yield may not only be 
maintained but even increas,ed from year to year. With the 
proper management this is within the limits of possibility on 
every farm. The constant growing of grain crops: without 
clover or cowpeas soon depletes the soil of its available nitro~ 
gen and the amount of organic matter is greatly lessened. It 
is the organic matter that promotes nitrification and also gives 
the soil an enlarged capacity for retaining moisture. ,Cow-
peas, if grown whenever possible as a catch crop in addition 
to clover in the rotation, will serve very considerably to in-
crease the stock of nitrogen and humus. 
Increase in Yield of Crops after Cowpeas. The increase 
in the yield of crops after cowpeas will depend largely 
on the character of the soil. A rich soil in good tilth 
cannot be expected to show so much gain, but a fertile 
soil in a poor physical condition or a poor soil even in a good 
physical condition will always be, materially benefited. Where 
a soil is both thin and in bad tilth two or more crops of peas 
will hav,e to be grown in order to correct these conditions and 
to get Ii marked increase in the yield of grain. ' On soils of 
average fertility the plowing under of the entire crop is not 
attended with so marked an increase over the yield from land 
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from which the peas have been harvested, as to justify this 
expense. Under such circumstances the vines are worth more 
as a feed than they are as a manure, the roots and stubble be-
ing sufficient for the. present requirements of this class of 
soils. Peas should be plowed under, therefore, only when the 
·soil is decidedly lacking in nitrogen or organic matter. When-
everpossihle the peas should be utilized as hay or pastured 
off. In the latter case a large percent of the fertilizing value 
of the peas is returned to the soil in the animal manure. 
Experiments , at this Station on our upland soil show 
some very favorable returns from Cowpeas as a fertilizer. Dur-
ing the season of 1906 corn on land that had been in cowpeas 
as a main crop in 1904 and 1905 yielded 63 bushels per 
acre. While exactly similar land that had had no peas, 
but had been otherwise similarly treated, produced at the rate 
of 34 bushels per acre. Oats sown on land that grew oats in 
1905, followed by cowpeas as a catch crop, produced 43.2 
bushels per acre in 1906. On land that had no catch crop of 
peas, oats made 25.8 bushels per acre. Wheat on land that 
had been in rotation with wheat and peas as a catch crop yield-
ed 21 bushels per acre. The same soil without the peas gave a 
yield of 14.1 bushels. In other words, corn after two crops of 
cowpeas made an increase in yield of 7'9 per cent. Oats fol-
lowing a catch ,crop of peas made an increase of 63 per cent; 
while the yield of wheat was increased 49 per cent. 
Reports have been received from farmers in ,many sec-
tions of the State regarding their opinion of cowpeas as a 
soil improver. 
A Greene county fariner says: "In May, 1904, we sowed 
15 acres to cowpeas at the rate of one-third of a bushel per 
acr:e. In September we turned the crop under and the next 
spring the land wa's planted to Corn. The crop was double 
what it had been for years before." 
A Howard county farmer writes: "'Wheatfollowing 
cowpeas made twice the yield of that on similar .land that had 
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had no peas and the wheat was of a superior quality, so that 
I got an advanced price for it for seed." 
A Perry county farmer · reports: "When cowpeas are 
pastured down with hogs and the vines left on the ground 
over winter I can raise as good corn as on clover sod." 
A Mississippi county farmer states: "I think that cow-
peas add one-fourth to the yield of corn following peas." 
A Clay county farmer reports: "In 1904 I sowed 5 
acres in cowpeas for hay which made 8 tons. I plowed the 
:field that fall and planted to corn in 1905. Gathered 250 
bushels from the :field. The yield per acre before was 35 
bushels." 
A Monroe county farmer says: "Except stable manure 
I think cowpeas the best fertilizer I ever used." 
A Montgomery county farmer relates: "I sowed 40 
acres to cOWpeas in 1904 and plowed them under in the fall 
on thin land and planted to corn in 1905. Gathered 50 
bushels of corn per acre · that fall while my n.eighbors did not 
average over 25 bushels." 
A Bates county farmer declares: "Cowpeas will make 
a ton of excellent hay to the acre and the soil is in fine con-
dition for the next corn crop, and the yield will be 5 to 10 
bushels more." 
A Bollinger county fa.rtner says: "The yield of wheat 
and corn will be almost doubled when grown after the pea 
crop is taken off." . 
A Mississippi county farmer writes: "I let a piece of 
land that had been in corn for years lie out one year and put 
it in peas in spring of 1905; then it into wheat in the fall 
and this year, 1906, I threshed 28 buahels per acre on 100 
acres." 
As a result of a number of questions sent out to farmers 
in various sections of the State it was found that in answer 
to the query as to whether cowpeas had increased the produc-
tiveness of the soil that out of 230 replies received, 227 were 
in the affirmative, 'or 99.9 percent had fonnd that cowpeas 
imp'rovid their soil. 
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VARIETIES OF OOWPEAS. 
There' are more than fifty varieties of cowpeas. 
These differ widely in their habit of growth, develop-
ment of vine, yield of seed and length of time required 
for maturity. From their habit of growth two general classes 
are recognized; those varieties of upright form known as 
bunch varieties, and those with low, widely spreading vines 
known as running varieties or trailers. The cowpea is read-
ily influenced by environment; some varieties which grow 
upright on a thin soil, will, when placed on rich land have 
a strong tendency to· become a rank growing trailer. Also, 
the amount of moisture and earliness of planting: will often 
cause variation in the form of the plant. Yet these varietal 
differences are such as to have an important bearing upon the 
selection of varieties to be grown for various purposes. The 
failure to select the proper variety or to understand the con-
ditions under which the plant may vary is often the cause for 
unsatisfactory results to the gro,wer. The best variety to sow . 
depends upon the purpose for which the crop is to be grown 
and upon the soil. If hay is sought, it is desirable to select 
a variety of upright growth, uniform maturing habit, that 
will hold its leaves well and bears a good proportion of seed. 
The :fineness or coarseness of stems and number of leaves 
should also he given consideration. A variety that has a ten-
dency to blossom until late in the season after some of the p'ods 
are fully matured, or a variety that is subject to excessive 
after-growth following a period of wet weather, should not 
be selected for hay. Much of the difficulty in curing hay 
arises from the fact that the vines are not well matured or 
have put out an after-growth. 
The variety selected for pasture should vine moderately, ' 
grow late into the fall, and produce pods in abundance. Where 
the crop is to be hogged down. less attention need be paid to 
the foliage, but a prolific seed bearer should be chosen as the 
peas are the richest part of the 'Plant. For grazing purposes 
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the variety selected should hold its leaves well into season. 
When the prime object is green manuring for soil improve-
ment, the variety that will produce the largest amount of 
vines, is desirable. 
Variety Tests of the Station. For nearly twenty years 
the Experiment Station has been growing ('owpeas and the 
crop has produced the most satisfactory results when varie-
ties have be~n selected for the purpose in view. During the 
past three years the Station has tested 15 varieties of cowpeas 
to determine with reference to the yield of hay and seed and 
to study the characteristics of the plant for general adaptabil-
ity. The following table gives yield of sef'd for the season 
of 11:)06 and yields of hay for 1905 and 1906. The hay plots 
were sown with a wheat'drill at rate of 5 pecks per acre. ' The 
seed gathered was 
YIELDS OF HAY AND SEED-VARIE'l'Y TEST. 
- - --.----.... -
Hay Seed Hay 
Vadety Yield per bu. per Yield Character 
acre 1906 acre I906 per acre 190$ of vine. 
Whippoorwill 3720 14.0 3550 upright 
Oalifornia Blackeyc 4880 12.5 3900 spreading 
New E.ra 3660 14.0 3400 upright 
B~ack 4420 18.6 2550 spreading 
Michigan Favorite 3350 11.4 3150 spreading 
Warren's E.xtra Early 3660 11.8 2900 spreading 
Groite 3550 14.8 4800 upright 
E:a.rly Boolock 4570. 9.1 4200 uprig;b.t 
Warren's New Hybrid 3360 6.8 2400 spreading 
Black Early 3200 18.3 3450 spreading 
Iron 3350 17.5 2550 upright 
Red 4270 8·3 3300 spreading 
Extra Early Blackeye 3050 10.6 3200 spreading' 
Blackeye 3290 14.8 4500 spreading 
Olay 3660 14.4 4800 spreading 
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ta~en from rows cultivated at the side of each of the plots of 
the respective varieties. These rows were planted 44 inches 
apart and the plants thinned tOo 10' inches apart in the row. 
Had the rows been closer together it is probable, that more 
seed would have been prod:uced. The varieties were planted 
June 12th and had · equal . conditions Oof soil, mOoisture and 
cultivation so' that the diffe,rences shown are due to the va-
riety planted. It will be seen from the table that several va-
rietiesproduced mOore hay than the Whippoorwill or New 
Era which are most generally grown in this State. The two 
standard varieties were also excelled . by the Black, Early 
Black and IrOon in yield · Oof seed. However,they were sur-
passed by but one variety in yield of bOoth hay and seed, the 
Black. . The table also shows that some of the heaviest yield-
ing varieties of hay produced the smallest amount of seed, for 
exa~ple, the Red, Early Boolock, and the Oalifornia Black-
eye. Other varieties gave a fairly low yield Oof hay and a 
considerable yield of seed as the Hlackeye, Iron, and Groite. 
It will be found generally that there is mOore, or less of a con~ 
stant relation between yield of hay and the production of 
seed. The heaviest vining varieties as the Red grOoW late into 
the fall a light crop of seed while the more medium vining 
varieties mature earlier and produce the maximum amount of 
both hay and seed. Very early maturing varieties as the War-
ren',s New Hybrid do not in all cases produce seed heavily, 
but it will be noted from the table that those varieties which 
mature in from 65 to 80 days produce the greatest yield of 
seed. ' 
The yields of hay for 1.905 do nOot show the same relation 
in all cases with the crop of 1906, but as the season that year 
was quite wet during the time of maturity many of the va-
rieties were so low Oon the ground that it was with difficulty 
that the entire c.rop was harvested. As has been stated above . 
a variation in season will often cause quite a variation in the 
yield of hay. 
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As a result of inq).liry among farmers in all sections of 
the State it was found that 65 per cent of the cowpea growers 
use the Whippoorwill. Next in order are the New EX'a, 
Black, Olay, and Red. 
The varieties tested at the, Station may be classed as re-
gards maturity as follows: Early: Michigan Favorite, War-
ren's New HjbI1d, Warren's Extra Early, Groite, E:xtra 
Early Blackeye and "New Era. Medium: Early Black, 
Whippoorwill, Early Boolock, Iron, O'alifo.rnia Blackeye and 
;:Black. Late :.Red and Olay. 
. The Whippoorwill seems to he best adapted for general 
:farmIng purposes as it produces a good yield 0'£ vines and 
, seed and is early maturing enough to meet average conditions. 
: For a short growing period Or as a catch crop after wheat or 
· oats the New Era vaiiety is best. A moderate vining or 
bunch variety should 00 ch0'sen fer a rich soil as they will not 
· produce an excessive amount of vine and grow so late in the 
seasen. 1£ the object is pasture or soil improvement on a thin 
soil, better results will be had from a variety that tends te 
trail considerably, as-the Olay. The natural- habit ef the vine 
.to grow rank is semewhatchecked and a better crop results 
: than if a bunch variety were used. 
For seed production, an upright, prolific bearing, early 
.andunifortnly maturing variety should be sown. The New 
Era is one of the best for the general grower. The peas are 
rather smali and are less readily split by threshing than the 
. larger . sized peas 0'f other varieties . 
. During the past year, 1906; an experiment was carried 
· on with varieties of cowpeas to determine something of the 
yielding . capacity 0'f the individual plants of each variety and 
at the same time get an idea of the prolificacy of the several 
v£rri~ties~ In June, 50 hills, one seed in a hill, 18 by 18 
, , ,. ... 
li1cpes apart, of each of the diffeTentvarietiesofcowpeaswere 
planted in a block. These plants were given the same treat-
ment throughout the summer and the seed from each plant 
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was harvested and weighed separately. In the table below is 
given in the first column the average weight in grams of the 
ten best yielding plants. The second eolunm ,shows the aver-
age yield of the whole number of plants in each block: 
YIELDS OF INDIVIDUAL OOWPEA PLANTS OF DIFFERENT 
VARIETIES. 
Variety 
New Etra 
E,xtra Early Blackeye 
Early Black 
Black 
Groite 
Average Average 
yield yield of 
of the all pTants 
ten best of each 
yielding variety 
plants in grams. 
in grams. 
31.3 
71.5 
56.5 
51.0 
72.4 
24.2 
49.1 
43.6 
38.5 
59.8 
Number 
of peas 
in an 
ounce. 
172 
101 
148 
100 
184 
No. of 
days 
requir-
ed for 
matur-
ity. 
62 
66 
71 
80 
64 
53.3 180 Iron 68.6 72 
43.7 142 Whippoorwill 55.5 75 
56.1 116 California Blackeye 74.5 72 
31.1 194 Olay 60.1 95 
23.1 114 Warren's Extra Early 37.2 65 
25'.1 208 Warren's New Hybrid 35.0 60 
25.9 191 Early Boolook 35.5 73 
Red 29.6 18.8 143 100 
Michigan Favorite 48.4 43.1 139 66 
A: similar relation exists in. most cases between the yields 
of the individual plants and the yield of the varieties gro,wn 
under field conditions. There are some exceptions as in the 
case of New Era variety which falls next to the lowest yield, 
with the Red as the lowest and the Oalifornia Blac.keye the 
highest. It is difficult to determine whether or not the New 
Era and Groite are the same variety as in habit of growth, 
form of vine and co1Qor of seed are nearly identical in the two 
varieties. The highest yielding variety produced peas at the 
rate of 51 bushels per acre, the lowest at rate of 20 bushels 
per acre. 
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In the third column will be noted the number of peas of 
each variety required to make an ounce. The variation in 
size of peas ranges from 100 to 208 per ounce. This difference 
in size should be taken into account when sowing seed of var-
ious varieties. It is possible to sow a neld at a less cost for 
seed if some of the varieties producing small peas are sown. 
Thus it will require only about on&-half as much seed to sow 
an ac~e of the New Era as of the Blackeye. 
OULTURAL METHODS FOR OOWPEAS. 
Preparation of Soil. The seed bed for cowpeas should 
receive as thorough preparation as for corn. To insure prompt 
and uniform germination it is necessary to provide a warm, 
moist, . mellow soil. When peas are planted late in season 
as a catch crop after wheat and oats it is essential to break 
the land again. This must be done to get the soil in proper 
condition for prompt germination and to retain the moisture. 
Stubble land is. sometimes ' disked but unless the soil is loose 
and moist the peas will not make a good stand. This prac-
tice cannot be recommended. A perfect stand is especially 
desirable where the peas are not to be cultivated as weeds 
will interfere if the ground is not well covered. Oowpeas re-
spond as generously to good treatment as do other crops and 
.it will be found to pay to put the soil in a good oondition of 
tilth before sowing. In case the land is plowed after wheat 
or oats a second plowing is not necessary or advisable before 
fall sowing to wheat. In fact, soil from which has been re-
moved a crop of cowpeas is in as nearly perfect condition ,as it 
is possible to make it for seeding to wheat, to alfalfa or to 
grass. 
Planting and Cultiv~tion. The method of planting peas 
will depend upon whether they are to be cultivated or not. 
Where cultivation is 'intended they may be plani;cpd in ' rows 
varying in w~dth from 20 to 44 inches. A common practice 
among farmers, and a method we have used successfully at 
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the Station, is to seed with an ordinary corn-planter with 
drill attachment straddling each alternate row and this mak-
ing the rows 22 inches apart. The field is drilled as for corn 
placing the peas 6 to 10 inches apart in the row at a depth 
of about two inches or at a depth sufficient to insure plenty of 
moisture'. This methodo,f planting requires about 6 to 8 
quarts of peas per acre so that a bushel planted in this man-
ner will sow as much as four or five bushels broad-cast. How-
ever, the saving in cost of seed is about equalled by the cost 
of the subsequent cultivation. Where a corn planter is not 
accessible an ordinary two-horse wheat drill may be used by 
plugging up, all the holes except each third one. 
Under proper soil conditions peas will come up quickly 
and cultivation may begin early. The plante are very tender 
when they first appear above ground and are broken easily 
so that care must be exercised in working among them. At 
this time neither harrow nor weeder should be used as they 
will seriously injure the plants. A weeder may be used after 
the plants have foked several leaves. It sometimes happens 
that ground planted to pe'as is packed by , heavy rains imme-
diately after planting. In such a case a harrow should be 
used to break the crust so that the peas may come through 
easier and better. Unless the peas have ,germinated and are 
very near the surface little damage can come from harrowing. 
The ordinary implements used in corn culture will be found 
satisfactory in cultivating cowpeas. In fact the cultivation of 
peas should be essentially the same as that for corn. Two or 
three plowings at intervals up to time the blossoms appear 
will usually be sufficient. Little good is done by cultivating 
after the plants have begun to vine. Late cultivation will 
, cause peas to ' vine more ' and mature later. The soil should 
n~t be stirred while the plants are wet with dew or rain as 
the leaves are then readily broken off ,and it appears that soil-
ing the foilage encourages the development of a leaf disease. 
Another method of planting is with the two-horse 8-hoed 
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wheat drill, so.wing exactly as for wheat at the rate 0'£ 4 to 5 
pecks per acre. The advantage of so.wing with wheat drill is 
that cultivation is not necessary. 1£ the ground is in good 
condition the' peas will come up unifo.rmly and vigorously 
and the weeds will be choked out completely. This method of 
sowing is generally practiced after wheat and oats, and if 
the soil is well prepared will insure a good crop. Peas so.wn 
in this manner will make a hay not so coarse as that from cul-
tivated peas. Further, the land is left more compact and 
level so that the crop is easier to cut and less dirt is raked up 
with the hay. Cultivated peas generally make a better yield 
of hay, set mOlle peas, and is the mo.re prnfitable method of 
sowing where the area of the crop is limited and where the 
peas are sown as a main crop for the summer. But where 
a large acreage is sown, or where the peas are used as a catch 
crop, non-cultivated peas are grown to the best advantage. 
When peas are sown in corn at last cultivation they may 
be put in with a one-horse wheat drill two 0.1' three rows in 
each corn row. Or, they may be broadcasted by hand and 
plowed in. Broadcasting by hand in the ?pen ground cannot 
be recommended. As a result oJ testing different methods of 
sowing, the Station has found that peas broadcasted by hand 
and harrowed in, seeded at the rate of one and one-half 
bushels per acre failed to produce a cro'p worth cutting. Ad-
jacent plots sown with wheat drill produced nearly two tons 
oJ cured hay per acre. Where sown broadcast the lack of 
uniform depth of covering and the co.nsequent poor stand al-
lowed the weeds to outgrow the peas. 
A test made by the Station during 1906 to determine the 
best rate of planting and to compare, the yield from culti-
vated and uncultivated peas is reported as follows: 
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YIELD FROM CULTIVATED AND NON"CULTIVATED 'PEAS. 
Hay lbs. 
Plot :LH bu. per acre, drilled, not cultivated. . .. 3480 
Plot 2 1 bu. per acre, drilled, not cultivated ...... 3340 
Plot 3 i bu. per acre, drilled, not cultivated . . . . .. 2880 
Plot 4 H bu., broadcasted by hand, harrowed in .. no crop 
Plot 5 1 pk. per ·A., rows, 18 inches apart, cultivated. 3100 
Plot 6 t pk. per A., rows, 35 inch.es apart, cultivated 1910 
From the above test it seems that one bushel of seed 
per acre is the most economical quantity of seed to sow per 
acre especially when seed is high. The difference in yield 
of hay between one and one-half bushel rate and the one 
. bushel would barely ,pay for the extra one-half bushel of seed. 
Experiments at other stations have also found that a mod-
erate to liberal quantity of seed will produce the heaviest 
crops. 
The difference in yield of cultivated and uncultivated 
plots seems to be clearly in favor of those not cultivated. Re-
ports !rom other experiments indicate that in some cases the 
yield is somewhat greater with cultivated peas'. The saving 
of seed and the slight increase in yield when peas are culti-
vated are . generally offset fully by the expense of cultivation, 
so that there is but little difference in the real cost of the two 
methods of sowing. 
For ensilage peas are sometimes planted at. the same 
time with the corn. When the corn is at the proper stag~ of 
maturity for silage the peas have made sufficient. growth al-
most to envelop the corn stalks. The entire crop, peas and 
corn, is then cut and st~red in th,e silo. . This practiceis .to 
be recommended only for the southern third of the State. 
North of this it will hardly prove profitable, except on very 
thin land or where the corn does not shade the gr,o·und too 
much. Peas for silage may be grown separately from the . 
corn and ' the silo filled with alternate layers of peas and 
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corn. Peas alone dOo not make first class silage. Another 
method of utilizing corn and peas planted together is to pas-
ture the peas and lltalks after the corn is husked, or to cut 
both cern and peas and place in shock fer winter feeding. 
Time of Planting. The time ef planting will depend 
upen the purpose for which the crop is grewn. If the pe'as . 
are intended fer a main crop en the land tOo take the place of 
cern or oats, they sheuld be planted no,t earlier than twO' 
weeks after the usual corn-planting time. Hewever, they may 
be s'ewn as late as the middle of Jul.r in central Missouri and 
then mature. Early planting ef peas causes $\ heavy grewth 
ef vine, with an increased tendency for the vines tOo run, and 
in seme cases the yield of seed is cOonsiderably lessened . . 
Rather late sowing tends to promote seed preductien and les-
sen the grewth of vine. . 
Care should be taken tOo have the ground thoreughly 
warm befere planting. Peas are very sensitive to cold, wet 
SOoils and the seed will rot very readily when sown under 
these conditiens. A shert period of ceol weather imme-
diately after sOowing will often seriously interfere with the 
growth ef the plants. When peas are tOo fOollow wheat and 
oats they should be' sown at the earliest possible moment af-
ter the. crop is cut. This practioo necessitates the stacking Oof 
the grain er very early threshing from the shock. Yet time 
and effort spent in stacking the grain is not wholly lost as 
the labo,r of threshing is thereby lessened. 
HARVESTING AND CURING COWPEA HAy. 
The methods emplo~ed in the harvesting and curing ef 
cowpea hay are not unlike those practised with red clover 
and alfalfa. The readiness with which cowpea hay is cured 
depends largely upon the maturity of the vine and upon its 
habit of grewth. Both harvesting and curing are greatly 
facilitated by the use of varieties upright in growth and of 
uniform maturing habit. The ordinary mowing machine will 
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readily cut and save the entire plant if of upright growth, and 
for the reason that vines of this character do not lie so closely 
together is of advantage in curing. Vines that bear a large 
percentage of pods are cured with less difficulty than those 
of excessive growth. The length of time required for curing 
"Will depend upon the maturity of the vines, thickness of 
planting, rankness of growth, and upon the weather. If the 
vines are ripe as indicated by the color of the leaves the hay 
can usually be cured in about 48 hours under favorable 
weather conditions. If the vines are green and in vigorous 
growth when cut they may not cure at aU, especially if the 
crop is very heavy. The greener the vines the greater the 
liability from loss during bad weather. Some varieties of 
peas when nearly matured tend to produce an after-growth of 
vine following a period of wet weather. This is a serious 
drawback in curing for hay. But when vines are w~ll ma-
tured when mown and are well cocked after lying a day or two 
they will endure several days of rainy weather. 
Cowpeas should be cut when the pods are full-grown and 
when a considerable number of them have turned yellow. At 
this stage none of the leaves have dropped and the plant has 
practically attained its growth. Begin cutting in the morn-
ing as soon as the dew is off, if indications are favorable for 
a number of fair days. Leave in the swath until the ex-
posed portion is well cured, but not dry enough to crumble 
and break. The vines should then be teddered, or, if a tedder 
is not available rake into small windrows. Always be careful 
to use the tedder early in the morning when the dry leaves 
are "incase" so as to avoid breaking them off by the teddering 
process. When the upper side is well-dried the windrows 
should be turned over. Where the hay is heavy a tedder should 
immediately follow the mower. This practice insures uniform 
drying and . if the vines are handled before the leaves are dry 
enough to break no loss will occur. The hay should be thrown 
into cocks at this stage, preferably cocks made as high and 
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nan-ow as will stand wyll, in order to admit circulation o£ 
air. Time may be saved if the windrows are bunched just · 
before cocking. If the peas are well matured and the ground 
dry, they may be raked as soon as well wilted and not turned, 
but cocked at once. If the part of the cocks nearest the ground 
is slow to dry they may be turned over to the north a few 
hours before hauling begins so that the under portion may be 
exposed to the sun and the process o£curing 'hastened. Oook-
ing need not be resorted to i£ there is favorable weather, 
but in any case this method of curing will be found to pro-
duce a sweeter, brighter hay than when left to sco'rch in the 
sun. Care must be taken that the hay does not become too 
dry before handling as much of · the best feeding value · o£ 
cowpe·a hay is lost when the leaves are lacking. When . cured 
the pea hay may be placed · under roof or in the stack. The 
latter method is not desirable, unless grass, straw or timothy 
be used for topping out the stack or rick. . 
Cowpeas are difficult to cure if not properly managed, 
but with strict attentiOn to maturity of the plant and to 
weather conditions little more trouble will be experienced 
in making cowpea hay than red clover hay. The w.eather con-
ditions for September are generally more favorable than June 
for hay making. In the fall the ground is warmer and con-
tains . less moisture than in the spring. The following table 
was compiled from the data of the U.S. Weather Bureau · 
at Oolqmbia and shows the monthly conditions which affect 
hay making. The data represent the average for 11 years, 
1893-1904. 
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COMP.A.RISON 0].<' JUNE AND SEPTEMBER WEATHER OONDI-
TIONS FOR MAKING HAy. 
June July Aug. Sept. 
Monthly Temperature 73.2 77.1 76.5 ' 69.3 
Precipitation-inches 4.93 3.69 3.14 3.66 
Days with rain 15.1 12.7 12.7 11.1 
Olear days 7.1 12.6 13.0 13.7 
Oloudy days 9.7 8.2 6.2 6.6 
Days partly cloudy J 3.2 10.2 11.8 9.7 
Maximum Temperature 93" 98° 99° 96° 
Days above 90° F 6.1 12.7 14.0 . ' 7.8 
Wind movement, :miles 46:37 4450 4378 4869 
It will be seen from the above that the monthly temper-
{Iture is a little higher for June than for September, but the 
rainfall for the former month is 4.93 inehes and for the latter 
month 3.66 inches. There are 15.1 rainy days in June as 
compared with 11.1 days in SeptemOC-r. In June there arc 
7.1 clear days while in September there .11\, 13.7. ·'For June 
there are 9.7 cloudy days, for September d.t>; for June 13.2 
partly cloudy days against 9.7 days in Sep';t-r:l00r. The max-
imum temperature for June is 93 degrees :b'ahr. as compared 
with 96 degrees for September, and there are 6.1 days in the 
former m~)llth when the temperature is above 90 degrees 
while September has 7.8 days. The aggregate wind move~ 
ment for the month of June is 4637 miles; for September 
4869 miles. All except one of the above conditions favor 
September above June for making hay. There is less rain, 
more clear days, a, higher maximum temperature and more 
wind for September than for June. 
'Cowpeas for Seed. All varieties of cowPeas are not well 
adapted for 'seed production. Those varieties that are late 
maturing, heavy vining, lying close to the ground, that are 
shy bearers and do not mature their pods uniformly should 
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not be selected for this purpose. Trailing vines leave so many 
of the pods so near the ground that during wet weather they 
are rotted. The upright 90rts are better suited for seed as 
they hold their pods well above ground, mature uniformly, 
and may be cut readily with the ordinary mower. 
Oultivated peas will produce more grain than. those not 
tilled but there is some expense in the' labor of cultivating. 
Where sown with the wheat drill the yield of seed is fairly 
satisfactory, generally ranging from 8 to 12 bushels per acre. 
Oowpeas intended for seed should not be cut until most of 
the pods are yellow or at a riper stage than is recommended 
for hay. Oare should be taken not to allow the pods to be. 
come too dry before cutting as they will shatte:r easily. The 
machine ordinarily used for cutting in this State is the mow-
er. While a few pods are occasionally cut yet this method 
is fairly satisfactory. The bean harvester made ,especially 
for the purpose of cutting beans will work well with cowp"as 
when planted in rows. It cuts the vines beneath the surface 
and thus avoids cutting the pods. After cutting, the vines 
soon dry so that they may be taken direct from the windrow 
to the thl'esher or stacked temporarily and threshed later. In 
southeast Missouri where many thousand acres are planted 
for seed the vines are c:ut with a mower and threshed from 
the windrow or stack. The threshed pea straw passes di~ctly 
from the separator into a baler and is baled as other hay. It 
is' claimed that vines because of the shredding make better 
hay than they would otherwise. On the small farm or where 
peas are grown on a smaller scale it has been the practice to 
pick the pods b~ hand and flail out the peas-a process both 
slow and expensive. Sometimes the whole vines, are put 
through a wheat separator with blank concav€s and run at a 
low speed. This method is not satisfactory as it splits a con-
siderable percent of the peas. Split peas will not grow. The 
best results are secured with a machine made ,especially for 
the purpose. Such machines are now on the market and are 
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from the vine and can be run with 5 to 6 horse powe!. Such 
a machine might be owned by a half dozen farmers in a neigh-
borhood and the peas threshed on a co-operative p1an. Other 
machines of smaller type ar.e made to thr€osh peas from the 
pod. Ordinary wheat separators are now manufactured pro-
vided with a pea hulling attachment which, it is claimed, does 
satisfactory work. This apparatus can be added to the sep-
arator at an additional cost of 30 to 40 dollars. In this way 
the same machine may be used for threshing either wheat or 
peas. 
The yield of seed varies from 8 to 20 bushels per acre 
depending on the variety, soil, and season to some extent, and 
methods of growing. The average yield of the State for 1905 
as reported by the Missouri State Board of Agriculture is 
10.5 bushels per acre, while reports from farmers in various 
parts of the State gave an average of 14 bushels. In south-
ern Mrissouri peas are extensively grown for seed and hay 
and are a profitable crop. There are doubtless considerable 
areas of the State where cowpeas can be made a very paying 
crop for seed_ 
OOWPEAS AS AN AID IN THE PREPARATION OF SEED-BEDS. 
On account of their habits 'of growth and effect on the 
fertility and physical condition of the soil cowpeas are ad-
mirably adapted to precede tp.ose crops which require a finely 
prepared seed-bed. Alfalfa, clover and the grasses should be 
sown on soil that is in good tilth and free from weeds in or-
der·to insure a good stand. The growing of cowpeas prepares 
the land by smothering out all weeds and by putting the soil 
iIi. better mechanical condition. Many' of the failues in se-
.curing a stand of alfalfa and red clover are due tto poorly 
prepared land. Oowpeas are often called a smother crop 
from the ease with which they suppress other vegetation. The 
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deep-rooting system of the plant together with the dense shade 
afforded keeps the ground open and moist so that little labor 
is required to put such land in condition for seeding_ Land 
intended for alfalfa may be put in good condition at little cost 
by following wheat or oats with cowpeas, taking off the peas 
about the first of &ptember and thoroughly pulverizing the 
ground with a harrow or disc. The grain crop has germi-
nated most of the weed seeds while the cowpeas following de-
stroyed those which attempted to grow later. Soil thus treated 
will be found to be loose and moist and yet compact enough 
to insure prompt and uniform growth of the young alfalfa, 
grass or wheat plants. The increased amount of nitrogen in 
the soil gathered by the peas is likewise of great advantage 
in stimulating the early growth of the plants. Truck-gar-
deners and fruit growers have found cowpeas of great value in 
regulating soil conditions for setting out vegetable a~d small 
fruit plants. 
An Ozark county farmer says: "I find that I can get 
my hogs on the market, turn under the vines, sow to wheat and 
make about twice the yield per acre and get a stand of clover 
and timothy without any trouble." 
A Dent county farmer writes: "Where' timothy was 
sown on pea land and on adjoining land without peas, the 
next harvest one could see just how far the pea ground reached 
as the haywas much heavier." 
A St. Francois county farmer reports: "I findcowpeas 
a great help to the soil and that it is much easier to get a 
stand of grass sown after peas than in any other way." 
A Johnson county farmer relates: "Sowed clover on 
cowpea land in 1906 and secured a good stand, and on ad-
o joining land not in peas, a very poor stand." 
A Stoddard county farme'r writes: "I am always sure 
of a stando£ grass or clover after peas." 
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OOWPEA SEED IN STORAGE. 
Oowpeas are often damaged in storage by weevil. This 
insect deposits its eggs in the peas in the neld while the plant 
is y,et green. Later when the peas are threshed and are stored 
under suitable conditions of temperature for a tinie, the eggs 
hatch, and the larvae feed within the. pea until the insect 
reaches maturity when it escapes leaving a small round open-
ing in the grain. The adult weevil now proceeds to lay eggs 
among the stored seeds. and the p.rocess is repeated. 
A preventive is so readily obtained that no grower should 
lose a. large amount of seed by this .insect. While it is not 
possible to treat the seed so as to prevent the hatching of the 
eggs within the pea, yet further loss than that caused by the 
weevil already in the grain can be avoided by storing the 
peas in a close bin as nearly air-tight at sides and bottom as 
possible, and placing a dish of carbon bi-sulphide on top of the 
seed. The carbon bi-sulphide evap'orates rapidly and the fumes 
of the gas being heavier than air sink into the mass of seed 
and destroy the newly hatched weevil. The peas should be 
treated at frequent intervals, especially if stored in a warm 
room, and during summer weather to insure prompt destruc-
tion of any · insects which may hatch after the first treat-
ment. Weevil do not multiply or work during cold weather. 
Oarbon bi-sulphide costs about 20 or 30 cents a pound 
and that quantity is sufficient to treat effectively 500 cubic 
feet of space. It must be remembered that the gas will dif-
fuse equally throughout the space of the bin and that the 
quantity of the solution used must be regulated by the size 
and tightness of the bin i~ which the peas are stored. There 
is no danger from oyer treatment. 
As the liquid and gas are very inflammable all fire ' 
should be kept away from it. Smoking should not be allowed 
near. Seed properly stored and kept free from weevil will re-
tain its vitality 3 or 4 years. 
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VALUE OF THE COWPEA CROP. 
By intelligent management cowpeas can be made one of 
the most profitable crops grown onthe farm. It will be noted 
from the table that cowpeas have a cash value that compares 
wellwith that received from other crops. Cowpeas as well 
as other forage should be fed on the farm to save fertility and 
the figures are quoted here simply to give an idea of the value 
of the crop as compared with those more generally gro,wn. 
The data are taken from the reports of the State Board of 
Agriculture, for the past five years, 1902-1906, with the ex-
ception that figur~s relating to cowpeas were in addition com-
piled from information furnished by farmers to the Sta-
tion: 
YIELDS AND VALUES OF MISSOURI FARM CROPS. 
Bu. per Price per Value per 
acre. bu. Dec. 1st. I!ocre. 
Corn 32.6 $ .35 $11.41 
Wheat 13.8 .65 8.97 
Oats 24.9 .32 7.96 
Hay-Tons 1.2 7.01 8.41 
Cowpea hay-Tons 1.6 8.00 12.80 
Cowpea Seed - bushels 11. 1.25 13.75 
Threshed Hay-Tons 1.25 4.00 5.00 
, The above table shows that cowpeas are worth more than 
the average crop of corn, and where the peas are threshed the 
value of the seed and shredded straw amounts to $18.75 or 
twiCe astn;1,lch as wheat, ,Oats or hay. This does not include 
the improvement of the ' soil by the growing of peas. 
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SUMMARY OF PRAOTICAL EXPERIENOE WITH OOWPEAS IN 
MISSOURI. 
During the summer of 1906 a number. of qu€Stions re-
garding the culture of c:owpeas were sent to farmers in every 
section of the State. To ascertain who had recently grown or 
were growing peas a request was first sent to two or' three 
farmers in each county asking for the names of cowpea grow-
ers. In many cases it was difficult to secure names as the 
crop was almost unheard of in certain districts. However, 
reports were finally received from 87 of the 114 counties. 
These inquiries, among others, related to the method of 
sowing, cultivation, yield per acre, varieties grown, and to a 
comparison of cowpeas' with red clo'V'er for feeding purposes 
and for soil improvement. A summary of the answers fol-
lows: 
1. How long have you grown cowpeas? 
The average of 365 replies was-6.8 years. This djd not 
include those who had grown the crop but 'one year. 
2. What area have you in the crop this ywr? 
The largest acreage was 3000 in Scott county. Nine men 
reported 100 acres and above. Thirteen farmers had from 40 
to 100 acres. The remaining number, 158, who answered this 
question had an average of 12 acres. 
3. Is your ~oil rich, medium or pood Upland, pratirie or 
bottom? 
Every kind of soil had been used for peas but the greater 
per cent was upland soil of medium fertility. 
Those sowing on rich land 18; upland 137. 
Those sowing on medium land 184; prairie 44. 
Those SOWi:t;lg on poor land 43 ; bottom 60. 
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4. What is your main object in sowing p.eas-hay, pasture". 
or soil improvement? " 
Soil impro"vement was the main object in 175 cases. 
Hay was th€: main object in 154 cases. 
Pasture was themain object in 71 cases. 
5. How much se".ed do you sow per acre? 
Average 9-10 bushels per acre. Range 1-4 to 1 and 3-4 
bushel per acre. 
6. Do you sow with a grain drill or broad-tast? 
Replied 164-Broadcast 50; Drill 99; Oorn-planter 15 
7. What is" your average yield OT hay per aicre? 
Average 1.6 tons. 14nge irom 1 to 4 tons per acre. 
8. What success have yO'1t had in s01ving cowpeas after wheat 
or oats and taking off the peas and sowing to wheat the 
same fall? 
Number tried method .... ". _ . . . . .. 83 
Number replies "good" ...... . . . .. '(5 
Number replies "iair" ......... _ . . . 8 
Replies "good" ..... . ........... $!O per" cent. 
9. Do you find that cowpeas have increase:d the prodJuctive-
ness of your soil? 
Number oi replies ........ . . . . .. 230 
:.N' umber oi replies "Yes" ........ 226 
Number 0:£ replies "No" ........... 4 
Unable to answer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Number oi replies satisiactory .... 99 per cent. 
10. What is your average yield of seed per~ acre? 
Average-14.1 bushels. 
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11. Have you tried sowing cowpeas in corn at last cultivation 
and do you consider the method successful? 
Number tried .................. 150 
Replies "successful" ............ 125 
Replies "fair" ................... 8 
Number replies "unsuccessful" . ~ .... 17 
Replies "successful" .:........... 8,9 per cent. 
12. What varieties dO' you consider best for hay Or seed? 
Varieties preferred: 
Whippoorwill 
Olay 
New Era 
Black 
Red 
198. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 65 per cent. 
37. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 per cent. 
29. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 per cent. 
29. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7. per cent. 
16. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 per cent. 
13. Is there a market for cowpea hay in your locality? 
Number of replies, .............. 164 
A market for hay ................ 99 . 
No market. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. ..65 
Hay market .................... 60 per cent. 
Average value as quoted, unsolicited, was $9.40 per ton. 
14. What expet'vernce have you had in pastU1"ing cattle, sheep · 
and hogs. 
Number of replies .............. 130 
Reports "excellent" ............. 127 
Reports "fair" ................... 53 
Reports "unprofitable" ............ 1 
Report a profitable method ........ 99 per cent. 
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15. What is your opinion of cowpea hay as compa;red with 
red clover hay for feeding purpo0ges? 
Total number of replies .......... 186 
Answer ''bettel' than clover" ....... 96 
Ans. "equal or better than clover .... 77 
Answer "clover better" ........... 13 
E'qual or better . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 93 per cent. 
16. DO' you have any trouble in grow,ing clover? 
Totai number of replies ..... ' ..... 210 
Number answering "Yes" ........ 142 
Number answering "No" ......... 68 
Experiencing difficulty. ............ 67 1-2 per cent. 
17. How late in the summer can you sow cowpeas and have 
them make hay under favorable conditions? 
, In the southern part of the State as in New Madrid and 
Scott counties, August 10th i,s the limit; while in the more 
northern part of the State as in Shelby and Lewis counties, 
July 20th. 
18. DO' you considett, cowpeas a favorable Cj' OP for your con-
ditions? 
Total number of replies . . . . . . . . . . 212 
Answers "Yes" ........ . ....... 206 
Answers "hardly" ........ . ..... . . 1 
Answers "No" ......... ;......... 5 
Favorable replies ................ 98 per cent. 
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19. In yOU?' opinion what is the main difficulty in growing 
cowpeas? 
Total number of replies .. , ........ 98 
"Curing the hay" ................ 40 
"High price of seed" ..... . . . . . . .. 25 
"Weeds and grass" .... . ......... 13 
"Drought" .......... .......... 11 
"Baking soil" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 
20: In your opVnion how do· cow peas compare with red clover 
as a soil improver? 
Total number of replies . . . . . . . . .. 180 
AnSW1€rs "better" .............. 72 
Answers "equal" :....... ...... 82 
Answers "not so good" .......... 26 
Cowpeas equal or better . . . . . . . . . . .85 per cent. 
21. Have you ever sown cowpeas with sorne ot'/ve!r crop such 
as sorghu.m) Kaffir corn) millet, ·etc.? 
No. growing cowpeas with millet ·. .. 32 
No. gro·wing cowpeas with sorghum .. 18 
No. growing cowpeas with Kaffir. . .. 9 
In answer to a request for such facts and figures as the 
correspondent had at hand showing the possibilities of the 
crop and its results on the soil the following reports wel'e: re-
ceived: 
FROM NORTHERN MISSOURI. 
Evan Davis, Ohariton county: An 8 acre field of poor 
land that would hardly grow corn previous to 1902, and on 
which I grew that year a crop of cowpeas followed in 1903-
1904 in red clover, made. 65 bushels of corn per acre in 1905, 
and I think will do as well this year notwithstanding the dry 
weather. 
R. L. Harbaugh, Olay county: In 1904 I sowed five 
acres in cowpeas which made eight tons of hay. I plowed the 
field that fall, planted in corn 19'05, and gathered 250 
bushels or 50 bushels per acre from it. The yield per acre 
before was 35 bushels. 
w. R. P. Jackson, Monroe county: Except stable ma-
nure .I think cowpeas the best fertilizer I ever used. I believe 
it will put more fat on it sheep than any other feed and do it 
quicker. 
Byron McFarland, Monroe county: I turned under a 
seven week's crop of cowpeas and sorghum on thin land and 
sowed to wheat. The best wheat I had this year was on that 
piece of land. 
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FROM CENT1~AL MISSOURI. 
W. C. Harrelson, Jackson county: Hogs will fatten on 
cowpeas almost equal to corn. 
J. H. Crawford, Moniteau county: I can plow land 
three to four days earlier in the spring after peas than land 
not in peas the previous year. It holds moisture longer and 
grows larger crops than similar land by its side. 
S. H. Pile, Howard county: Wheat following' cowpeas 
made twice the yield Oof that on similar land that did not have 
cowpeas and the wheat was of superior quality, so that I got 
an advanced price for it for seed. 
A. P. Standefer, Franklin county: I believe I can get 
the same amount of plant food out of cowpeas in 80 days that 
I can get out of clover in eighteen months, and not take any 
chances. 
E. J. Albersworth, Gasconade county: Sowed cowpeas 
in May and pastured them in the fan with hogs. Put in corn 
next spring. I could see a very good result. Although the 
ground was better where there had been no cowpeas the year 
before, the com was better by ten bushels per acre on the cow-
pea land. 
J. M; Ward, Johnson county: Sowed clover on cowpea 
land in 1906 and secured a good stand; on adjoining land 
not in peas, very poor stand. 
W. R. Gilliland, Montgomery county: I sowed forty 
acres thin land to cowpeas in 1904, l)lowed the vines under 
in the fan, and planted to corn in 1905 and gathered fifty 
bushels per acrc' that fa~l while my neighbors did not average 
over twenty-five bushels. 
W. M. Welch, Bates county: Cowpeas will make a ton 
of excellent hay to the acre and th€ soil is in fine condition 
for the next cOom crop, and the yield will be' five to , ten 
bushels of corn more. 
G7 
FROM SOUTHERN MISSOURI. 
Thos. Hassler, Butler county: In my experience I find 
that it crop of cowpeas is worth as much as a crop of clover. 
Wm. Mooney, Camden county: Two years ago having 
a field we desired to put down in meadow we sowed half to 
cow.peas and the other half to millet. On the part sown to 
peas agood stand of grass was secured, on the millet land a 
poor stand. 
A. O. Evans, Carter county: I can raise one-third more 
wheat per acre after peas and I hud rather feed pea-hay than 
red clover hay. 
Herman Ganschow, Howell county: Last year I sowed 
twenty-four rows of corn in cowpeas. This year I have same 
land in corn with other land adjoining On which no peas were 
sown last year and I can see to a row, in the corn, where the 
peas were sown last year. 
D. E. Ross, Gr.eene county: In May of 1904 we sowed · 
fifteen acres to cowpeas, using one-third of a bushel of seed 
per acre. In September we turned under the crop and the 
next spring the land was plant.ed to corn. The crop was 
double what it had· been for years. 
Edwin P . Woods, Lawrence county: The four and one-
half acres of cowpeas grown after wheat last year is this year 
in corn and promises a larger yield. The difference is very 
apparent in favor of cowpeas. 
Z. P. Deal, Mississippi county: I let a piece of land 
that has been in corn for years layout last year and put it in 
peas in the spring of 1905, then into wheat in the fall. The 
ground threshed this year twenty-eight bushels of wheat per 
acre on one hundred acres. 
O. S. D. Field, Mississippi county; Last year I turned 
under five acres of peas and cut one hundred and twenty-five 
bushels of wheat off this five acres_ Before, ten and one-half 
bushels was the best the land had ever done_ 
W_ L. Harper, Mississippi county: We charge no rent 
on cowpea land as we consider we are well paid without rent. 
L. B. Presson, Mississippi county: I think COWPMS add 
one-foUl'th to the yield of cOI;n after peas. 
Henry Punke, Newton county: I think l~y farm is pro-
ducing double now what it did nine or ten years ago and I 
give most of the credit to cowpeas. 
Archie Sellers, Dent county: Where timothy was sown 
on peaJand and on adjoining land without pellS, the next har-
vest one could see just how far the pea ground reached as the 
hay was much heavier. 
Judge E. Swink, St_ Francois county: I find cowpeas a 
great help to the soil and that it is much easier to get a stand 
of grass sown after peas than in any other way. 
T. F. Neill, Ozark county: I find that I can get my 
hogs on the market, turn th~ vines under, sow to wheat and 
make about twice the yield per acre, and get a stand of clover 
and timothy without any trouble. 
Clem Schindler, Perry county: When cowpeas are a 
good crop and are pastured down with hogs and the vines left 
on the ground over winter, I can raise as good corn as I can on 
clover sod. 
Emanual Shelton,' Bollinger county: Wheat and corn 
will almost double the yield when grown after the pea crop is 
taken off. 
J. O. Gustin, Wayne county :We have co,m on lanrl that 
was in peas last year and it is good, notwithstanding the land 
is the poorest on the farm. 
Louis Larson, Stoddard county: I am sure of a.stand of 
clover or grass after peas. 
Julius Leowe, Vernon county: When oats are sown on 
cowpea gronnd they will produce forty bushels as compared 
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with a yield of twenty-five bushels on similar land not grown 
In cOowpeas. 
W. B. Qir1egson, Dunklin cOounty: I have made more 
clear money pasturing hogs and cattle on peas than anything 
. Oon the farm. I also pasture my horses and mules on peas and 
they do well. 
G. W. McIntosh, Barry county: I think fOor milk pro-
ductiOon cOowpea hay is better than clOover or any other kind ipf 
hay. ~'.~ ' 
J. P. Veale, Barton county: A neighbor fattened si~~y 
hogs from twenty acres of peas and they equalled in feeding 
value six htwdred bushels of COorn, valued at three hundred 
donars in 1902. 
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